
 

 

                                    SOLVE THESE QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE.                                                              

Each question consist of 1 marks 

1) Greatest 3 digit 3 even number is ____ 

a. 998                 b. 999            c.997             d. None of these 

2) I am an odd number greater than 11 but less than 14, which number am i? 

  a. 12                 b. 13              c.14                d. None of these 

3) Choose the correct option 

  492, 488, 484, ____, ____ 

a. 480,476        b. 476,480        c. 482,480          d. None of these 

4) Difference of an even and odd number is always ______ number. 

a. Odd               b. Even              c. Cannot decide          d. Prime 

5) Which of the following is not an odd number? 

a. 13                     b.17             c. 19             d. 6 

6) Which object can hold less than 1litre of liquid? 

a. 1cup of tea        b. 1 tank of oil         c. 1 bathtub filled with water        d. water in an aquarium 

7) Capacity of a petrol tanker may be of 

a.5l                        b.50l                  c.500l                 d.5000l 

8) Which unit will be use to measure the following “Milk in a cup” 

a. l                        b.ml                  c.cm                    d. None of these 

9) Which container have largest capacity from the following container 

a. A tetra pack of milk     b. Eyedrop     c. A teaspoon       d.A glass 
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10)1l = 500ml+250ml+____ 

a. 500ml     b. 250ml      c. 750ml     d. None of these 

11)20,560ml=_____ l_____ ml 

a.2l560ml      b.20l560ml      c.2l650ml      d.2l605ml 

Q12)1L=________ml 

a. 250ml        b. 500ml      c. 750ml      d. None of these 

Q13)12 ÷12=? 

a. 12               b. 1                 c. 0               d. None of these 

Q14) Division is repeated ______ 

a. Addition      b. subtraction            c. multiplication            d. Division 

Q15) Divide and find quotient and remainder 985÷ 10 

a. Q=98, R=5       b. Q=90, R=8           c. Q=900, R=85            d. None of these 

Q16)63days=______ weeks 

a. 7                          b. 8                           c. 9                               d. None of these 

Q17) There are 36 boys, Each time has 9 boys. So there are _____ teams? 

a.9                          b.1                           c.4                                 d.None of these 

Q18) 603 ÷? = 1 

a.603                      b.1                           c.0                               d.None of these 

Q19.45÷5     _____   18÷6 

a.>                       b. <                             c. =                                d. None of these 

Q20. Pictorial representation is called_____ 

a. Bar graph          b. Pie chart        c. Pictograph       d. None of these 

 

 

 



 

 

Each question consist of 2 marks 

Q21. Identify the type of data representation? 

.  

a. Bar graph            b. Pictograph         c. Pie chart       d. None of these 

Q22.Following given a pictorial representation of children like to come by different mode of transport  

 

 

How many children come by walking? 

a.6       b.20     c.24     d. none of these 

Q23. Difference between the 3 digit biggest even number and three digit smallest odd number is  ____ 

a.998      b.101      c.897       d. none of these 

Q24)14000ml= _______ l 

a.140l      b.1400ml       c.14l    d. none of these 

Q25.How many days will be there in 5weeks? 

a.20        b.35      c.40    d. none of these 

 

 

 



 

 

SUBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS: 

Q1) Hari Prasad has 30 meter rope. He distributes it equally among 3children. How much each will 

get? 

Q2) Read the pictograph and answer the following question 

 

a. How many children like science? 

b. Name the least favorite subject? 

c. Name the most favorite subject? 

 

ANSWER KEY 

1.a 2.b 3.a 4.a 5.d 

6.a 7.b 8.b 9.d 10.b 

11.b 12.d 13.b 14.b 15.a 

16.c 17.c 18.a 19.a 20.c 

21.c 22.c 23.c 24.c 25.b 

 


